To: National Scout and Guide Fellowships (NSGF)  
Central Branch individuals/groups

Please complete and return this form at the latest **16 June 2019** to the WHRCom: 
whrcum@isgf.org with copy to Mario Bertagnolio: mario.bertagnolio@fastwebnet.it  
and Leny Doelman:  l.doelman@isgf.org

**INTERNATIONAL MARKET REQUEST FORM**

Name: ____________________________________________  
National Scout and Guide Fellowship or Central Branch individual/group

Country: ___________________________________________________________________

Name of the contact person (in capital letters) ___________________________________________________________________

Email of the contact person ________________________________________________

We require a table at the World Market:  Yes [ ]  NO [ ]

Among the proposals below, please indicate the option of assigning the raised funds.

- [ ] To our NSGF for fee reduction.

- [ ] To any other NSGF or CB individual/group for fee reduction.  
  Indicate which country:  
  ___________________________________________________________________

- [ ] To the ISGF Development Fund (ISGF projects)

**Reminder:** Please ensure the eligibility of your goods before bringing them to USA.  
For additional information, please refer to our website www.isgf.org (Customs regulations).